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The phonetic shape / gilai I represents several homophonous morphemes in Chinese. In
addition to being a verb meaning 'rise', as in (la), or a particle-like element with the meaning
'up', as in (lb), it can be an aspectual affix indicating inchoativity or completion, as in (1c) and
(1d) (cf. Lu et al (1980)), or functions as a modal-like element commenting on the event denoted
by the predicate, as in the sentences in (2). Following CKIP (1993), we will label sentences in
(2) as evaluative V gilai construction (EVC), which consists of the sequence NP V gilai XP or
NP V qi Obj lai XP. The purpose of this paper is to investigate the syntactic structure of the
evaluative V gilai construction under the Extended X-Bar Theory, proposed by Chomsky (1986).
We will argue that V qilai in (2) never occurs as the main verb of the sentence. More
specifically, we will argue that evaluative V gilai appears in adjunct clause in (2a), sentential
subject in (2b), or becomes lexicalized sentential adverb in (2c).
(1) a. ta hai mei qilai
he still not rise
'He has not got up yet.'
b. ta zhan qilai
he stand up
'He stood up.'
c. ta turan	 ku qilai
he suddenly cry qilai
'He suddenly began to cry.'
d. wo ba hezi fong qilai
I ba box seal qilai
'I have sealed the box.'
(2) a. ta zuo qi shi lai hen renzhen
he do qi thing lai very serious
'When doing his jobs, he is very serious.'
b. zhe ben shu du qilai hen rongyi
this Cl book read qilai very easy
'This book is easy to read.'
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c. zhe ge zhuyi ting qilai hen bucuo
this Cl idea sound qilai very not-bad
'This idea sounds O.K.'
1. V qilai in Adjunct Clause
Certain V gilai constructions behave like adjunct clauses with the reading when.' One piece
of evidence concerns -the anaphoric relations between the subjects of the two clauses. As
illustrated in (3), the anaphoric relations in the V gilai constructions in (3) exactly parallel those
in adjunct clauses in (4). (3a) and (3c) indicate that the subject of the second clause can be a
pro or even a referring expression. (3b) provides strong evidence that the second clause is not
a embedded clause. If V gilai in (3b) were the matrix predicate, Lisi would be bound by pro,
violating Binding Condition C. On the other hand, if the second clause is the main clause and
V gilai is in adjunct clause, there will be no Binding Condition C violation. (3b) thus constitutes
very strong evidence for the claim that V gilai is in adjunct clause.
(3) a. Lisi; zuo qi shi	 lai pro; hen renzhen
Lisi do qi things lai
	 very serious
'When Lisi works, he is very serious.'
b. pro; zuo qi shi lai Lisi; hen renzhen
c. Lisi zuo qi shi lai women dou bi-bu-shang
Lisi do qi thing lai we all compare-not-Loc
'We are not his match when Lisi works.'
(4) a. Lisi; zuo shi de shihou pro; hen renzhen
Lisi do matter de time very serious
'When Lisi works, he is very serious.'
b. pro; zuo shi de shihou Lisi; hen renzhen
c. Lisi zuo shi de shihou women bu yinggai darao to
Lisi do matter de time we not should interrupt him
'When Lisi works, we should not interrupt him.'
The scope phenomena regarding the distributions of A-not-A interrogative adjuncts also show
that NP V gilai patterns with adjunct clauses.
(5) a. tai zuo shi de shihou, ei ren-bu-renzhen?
he do matter de time	 serious-not-serious
'When he works, is he serious or not serious?'
b. *tai zuo-bu-zuo shi de shihou, ei hen renzhen?
he do-not-do matter de time	 very serious
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c. tai zuo qi shi	 lai, ei ren-bu-renzhen?
he do qi matter lai
	 serious-not-serious
d. *tai zuo-bu-zuo qi shi lai, ei hen renzhen?
he do-not-do qi matter lai	 very serious
J. Huang (1982) argues convincingly that the distributions of A-not-A interrogative adjuncts are
governed by the Empty Category Principle and Subjacency. Huang provides independent
evidence that LF movement of adjuncts in Chinese is subject to Subjacency. Under his account,
the A-not-A adjunct in (5) is moved to the nonargument position c-commanding the matrix
sentence (i.e. the Spec of CP) at LF. The structures of (5a) and (5b) at LF are thus (6a) and
(6b), respectively.
(6) a. [ren-bu-renzhen; [s [s , tai
 zuo shi de shihou] pro; ei]
b. *[zuo-bu-zuoshi; [s [s, tai e; de shihou prof hen renzhen ]
Under Huang's analysis, the structure in (6a) is well-formed, because the trace is properly
governed via antecedent-government, whereas (6b) is ruled out, because it violates Subjacency.
The fact that V gilai never takes A-not-A form is predicted if V gilai is in adjunct clause.
Another strong evidence comes from the examples in (7). If evaluative V gilai in (3) is in
adjunct clause, one can predict that V gilai cannot form a complete sentence alone. This
prediction is indeed borne out. Like (7a), (7b) and (7c) are incomplete.
(7) a. *ta zuo shi de shihou
he do matter de time
'*When he works.'
b. *ta zuo qi shi lai
he do qi matter lai
'*When he works.'
c. *ta du qi shu lai
he read qi book lai
'*When he reads book.'
The facts presented above thus constitute strong evidence that certain V gilai is in adjunct clause.
J. Tang (1990) provides independent evidence that Chinese adjuncts may be generated under
recursive XP or X'. Therefore, the V gilai adjunct clause in (3c) may be under CP, C', or IP.
Since there is no element in (3c) functioning as complementizer, it is reasonable to assume that
the adjunct clause is generated under IP rather than CP or C'. If this is correct, (3c) should
have the structure (8).
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(8)
Ad' unct
Lisi zuo qi shi lai	 women
S 14VP
dou bi bu Shang
i zuo qi shi lai pro; hen renzhen
(9) (a)
Ad unct
(b)
Spec
I
Adjunct
Lisi;
	 prop zuo qi shi lai hen renzhen
Although the structure of (8) seems reasonable, the correct structure of (3a) remains to be
discussed. There are at least three possible positions for the adjunct clause of NP V gilai in
(3a), namely under IP, I', or VP.
(c)
I
A junct
Lisi pro; zuoqi s i ai	 en renzhen
The three structures in (9) make different predictions. (9c) predicts that modal auxiliaries and
modal adverbs must precede rather than follow V gilai. This prediction, however, is not borne
out in (10). This suggests that (9c) is not the correct structure.
(10) a. ?? ta hui 'zuo qi shi lai hen renzhen
he will do qi matter lai very serious
b. ?? ta yiding	 zuo qi shi lai hen renzhen
he absolutely do qi matter lai very serious
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c. ta zuo qi shi lai hui hen renzhen
d. ta zuo qi shi lai yiding hen renzhen
There is evidence that (9b) is the correct structure.' Note that the sentence (3a) involves
obligatory control (i.e. pro must be coindexed with its antecedent Lisi). J. Huang (1989a)
argues convincingly that the distributions of empty pronouns in Chinese are subject to the
Generalized Control Rule in (11).
(11) Generalized Control Rule	 J. Huang (1989a, p.193)
An empty pronominal is controlled in its control domain (if it has one.)
The notion of control domain is defined in (12).
(12) A is the control domain for B iff it is the minimal category that satisfies both (a) and
(a) A is the lowest S or NP that contains (1) B, or (2) the minimal maximal category
containing B.
(b) A contains a SUBJECT accessible to B.
(13) a: Accessibility:
A is accessible to B if and only if A c-commands B and the assignment of the index of
A to B does not lead to a violation of the i-within-i condition.
b: i-within-i Condition
- • n • • • ]
By Huang's definition, pro in (9a) does not contain an accessible SUBJECT, because the
antecedent Lisi in the adjunct clause cannot c-command it. Consequently, pro in (9a) does not
have control domain. It follows that pro can have arbitrary reference. This prediction,
however, is false. As indicated in (9a), pro must be coindexed with Lisi. The structure in (9a),
therefore, is not a correct structure. In contrast, the structure of (9b) makes correct prediction.
In (9b), Lisi c-commands pro, and hence can be accessible to it. The control domain of pro is,
therefore, the matrix S (i.e. IP). By (11), we correctly predict that pro is obligatorily coindexed
with Lisi.
The structure of (9b) is also independently motivated by (14).
(14) ta zuo shi yiding	 hen renzhen
he do matter absolutely very conscientious
Note that (15a) is not the correct structure for (14), because the predicate renzhen 'conscientious'
takes animate subject rather than an event, as attested in (15b).
(15) a. Lp ta zuo shi yiding hen renzhen
b. *zhe jian shi hen renzhen
this Cl matter very conscientious
'*This matter is very conscientious.'
It is reasonable to assume that the correct structure of (14) is (16), where the clause pro du shu
is an adjunct under I'. In (16), the predicate renzhen 'conscientious' takes the animate subject
ta 'he' in accordance with the Projection Principle. The subject ta 'he' also c-commands the
predicate renzhen 'conscientious', as required by William's Predication Theory.'
(16)
Spec
Ad' unct
I
I
tai pro; zuo shi	 yiding flen renzhen
If this analysis is correct, (17) should be analyzed on a par with (16).
(17) Lisi zuo qi shi lai yiding	 hen renzhen
Lisi do qi matter lai absolutely very conscientious
Summarizing, we argue that some evaluative V gilai are adjunct clauses under IP or I'. We
present arguments that the correct structures for (3a) and (3c) are (8) and (9b), respectively.
V gilai in Sentential Subject
Consider the following sentences.
(18) a. zhe jian shi zuo qilai hen feishi
this Cl job do qilai very time-consuming
'As for this job, doing it is time-consuming.'
b. [Topic zhe jian shi; [
	
pro zuo qi ei lai ] hen feishi ] ]
In (18a), feishi 'time-consuming' is a predicate that takes an event as its subject. The structure,
of (18a), therefore, should be (18b), with V gilai in the sentential subject.
Let us now consider the following sentences.
(19) a. zhe ben shu mai qilai hen rongyi
this Cl book sell qilai very easy
'This book sells easily.'
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b. zhe ben shu fanyi	 qilai bu rongyi
this Cl book translate qilai not easy
'This book doesn't translate easily.'
c. *zhe ben shu mai qilai
'*This book sells.'
d. *zhe ben shu fanyi qilai
'*This book translates.'
As indicated in (19), V gilai constructions are similar to middle constructions. They share the
following two properties. First, both have theme fronting. Second, as shown in (19c) and
(19d), the elements after NP V gilai, like the adverbs in middles, are obligatory. There is,
however, one crucial difference between English middle sentence and Chinese V gilai
construction. The obligatory elements after NP V gilai sequences are predicates rather than
adverbs. As shown in (20), rongyi 'easy' is a predicative adjective that takes an event ,as its
subject.
(20) a. zhe jian shi hen rongyi
this CL matter very easy
'This matter is very easy.'
b. zhe jian shi	 bu rongyi
this Cl	 matter not easy
'This matter is not easy.'
(21) a. ta anjingdi zuo zai jiaoshi ii
he quietly sat in classroom Loc
'He sat quietly in the classroom.'
b. *ta zuo zai jiaoshi li anjingdi
he sit in classroom Loc quietly
c. ta guyi	 bian ni
he on-purpose cheat you
'He cheated you on purpose.'
d. *ta bian ni guyi
(22) a. *ta qinsong-bu-qinsongdi yingde bisai
he easily-not-easily
	 win	 game
'Did he win the game easily (or not easily)?'
b. zhe ben shu fanyi	 qilai rong-bu-rongyi?
this Cl book translate qilai easy-not-easy
'Does this book translate easily (or not easily)?'
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As the ungrammaticality of (21b) and (21d) indicate, adverbs in Chinese normally do not occur
in sentence-final position. This suggests that rongyi in (19ab) is a predicative adjective and not
an adverb. Moreover, as illustrated in (22a), adverbs in Chinese can not form A-not-A question.
The fact that rongyi can form A-not-A question in (22b) proves again that rongyi is a predicate
rather than an adverb.
As argued above, rongyi is indeed a predicate. It follows that the structures of (19a) and
(19b) should be (23a) and (23b), respectively.4
(23) a. [Topic zhe ben shui [ bp pro mai qi ei lai I hen rongyi
this Cl book	 sell qi lai very easy
b. [Topic zhe ben shui [ 6, pro fanyi qi ei lai bu rongyi B
this Cl book	 translate qi lai not easy
Based on the arguments above, it is obvious that V gilai constructions differ from English middle
constructions in that the former involve sentential subjects with theme topicalized while the latter
are simplex sentences which involve the subjectization of theme and supression of agent (cf.
Keyser and Roeper (1984) and Fagan (1988)). 5 The account that V gilai can be in sentential
subject also correctly predicts the following sentences are grammatical.
(24) a. zhe zhong dian jingying qilai bu rongyi
this kind store run	 qilai not easy
'As for this kind of store, running it is not easy.'
b. [Topic zhe zhong dian i [ [1p pro jingying qi e i lai bu rongyi
c. zhe jian shi	 chuli qilai hen jishou
this Cl matter handle qilai very troublesome
'As for this matter, it is tough to handle.'
d. [Topic zhe jian shi; [ [11, pro chuli ei lai hen jishou
The adjectives rongyi 'easy' and jishou 'tough' are predicates that take either event NPs or
clauses as their subjects. Hence, the first NP in these sentences cannot be the subject of the
sentence. This crucially rules out a uniform account of V gilai clause as an adjunct.
3. V gilai as Lexicalized Sentential Adverb
Not all evaluative V gilai sentences involve adjunct clause or sentential subject. Consider
the following sentences.
(25) a. zhe ge zhuyi ting qilai bucuo
this Cl idea sound qilai not-bad
'The idea sounds O.K.'
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b. ting qilai zhe ge zhuyi bucuo
c. *prol*wo ting qi zhe ge zhuyi lai bucuo
I
(26) a. wen qilai zhe duo hua hen xiang
smell qilai this Cl flower very good-smelling
'This flower smells good.'
b. zhe duo hua wen qilai hen xiang
c. *prol*wo wen qi zhe duo hui lai hen xiang
I
(27) a. *chuli qilai zhe jian shi hen rongyi
handle qilai this Cl matter very easy
b. *mai qilai zhe ben shu hen rongyi
sell qilai this Cl book very easy
As the examples above suggest, the distributions of V gilai in (25) are similar to those in (26)
but different from those in (27). V gilai in (25) and (26) cannot be in an adjunct clause, because
this analysis does not explain why (27a) and (27b) are unacceptable. V qilai in (25) and (26)
cannot be in sentential subjects, either, because by selectional restrictions the subjects of the
predicates bucuo 'not bad' and hen xiang 'very fragrant' are zhe ge zhuyi 'this idea' and the duo
hua 'this flower,' respectively. It is also clear that the examples above cannot be handled by
raising analysis, because the verbs ting 'sound' and wen 'smell' are not raising verbs. Note that
wen qilai and ting gilai occur in sentence-initial position or between subject and predicate.
These positions are where sentential adverbs typically occur. Hence, it is reasonable to assume
that ting gilai in (25) and wen gilai in (26) are deverbalized sentential adverbs.
There are several pieces of evidence that V gilai in (25) and (26) are handled in the lexicon.
First, only a small set of V gilai behave like those in (25) and (26), as evidenced by the ill-
formedness of (27a) and (27b). Second, there is only a limited set of pairs with V gilai/V lai
alternations such as suo-gilai/ suo-lai 'say-qilai', kan-gilai/ kan-lai 'look-qilai', ting-gilai/ting-
lai 'see-qilai'. These morphological idiosyncrasies are typically lexical properties.
(28) a. yiban shuo lai, yianjiusheng	 dou hen yonggong
general speak lai graduate-student all very diligent
'Generally speaking, all graduate students are very diligent.'
b. *women yiban shuo	 lai, yianjiusheng	 dou hen yongong
we	 general speaking lai graduate-student all very work-hard
Third, the derivation of lexicalized idioms such as yiban-shuo-lai 'generally speaking' clearly
require that both components yiban 'general' and shuo-lai 'say-lai' to be lexical items.
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(29) a. suan/shuo qilai ta shi wo de qinqi
count/say qilai he is I de relative
'In a sense, he is my relative.'
b. ta suan qilai shi wo de qinqi
c. *wo suan qilai ta shi wo de qinqi
I
d. *suan qi zhe jian shi lai ta shi wo de qinqi
count qi this Cl matter lai he is my de relative
Forth, the fact that certain V gilai such as ting-gilai ' sound-qilai' , ' smell-qilai' , shuo-
qilai 'say-qilai', and suan-gilai 'count-qilai' cannot take arguments regardless of the valency of
the base verbs suggests that they become deverbalized sentential adverbs. The phenomena above
all indicate that some V gilai should be treated as lexicalized sentential adverbs.
4. qi lai as Two Morphemes
It has been generally assumed that gilai is a morpheme. But question arises when we
encounter sentences like the following.
(30) a. ta chang qi ge lai le
he sing qi song lai Asp
'He began to sing songs.'
b. *ta chang ge qilai le
c. *ta chang qilai ge le
(31) a. ta zuo qi shi lai hen renzhen
he do qi matter lai very serious
'When working, he is very serious.'
b. *ta zuo shi qilai hen renzhen
c. *ta zuo qilai shi hen renzhen
If gilai is a morpheme, it is not clear why the morpheme can be split in (30a) and (31a) and why
(30b,c) and (3 lb,c) are unacceptable. The examples above can be explained by assuming that
qi is an affix attached to V and lai is a clitic or phrasal affix attached to VP. 6 Under this
analysis, (30b) and (31b) are ill-formed, because the affix qi is not attached to verb. And (30c)
and (31c) are ruled out, because lai is not attached to VP.
Note that Evaluative V qilai denotes a speaker's evaluation of an event. We assume that qi
is not only an aspectual affix but also functions like a modal element in the Infl, while lai is a
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pecI'
Adjunct
Spec
I	 "\T
Lisii pro;	 qi	 zuoi s i lai hen renzhen
zhe ben shui pro qi fanyi
clitic or phrasal affix that is attached to VP. Infl lowering then takes place which attaches the
affix qi to the verb.' V gilai in adjunct clause (whether it is under IP or I') and sentential
subject can thus be treated as a case of syntactic affixation along the lines of Baker (1985).
(32) (a)
5. Conclusion
In this paper, we argue that the evaluative V gilai is in adjunct clause (under IP or I'),
sentential subject, or becomes lexicalized sentential adverb. We provide evidence that gilai is
not a morpheme. Instead, qi is an affix attached to verb, whereas lai is a phrasal affix or clitic
attached to VP. It is suggested that while V gilai in the adjunct clause or sentential subject can
be handled by syntactic affixation, some V gilai such as kan gilai should be listed in the lexicon
as lexicalized sentential adverbs.' 9
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Endnotes
1. This analysis is noted by Sung (1992) and Yeh et al (1993).
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2. One may find examples such as (a), which seems to directly argue against the structure of
(9a) in favor of (9b).
a. *Lisii
 du qi shu lai, tai
 hen renzhen
The example in (a), however, is not true evidence against (9a). As we can see in (b), the
correferential relations is prohibited even between the subject of adjunct clause and the subject
of main clause.
b. ??Lisi; du shu de shihou, ta i hen renzhen
'When John studies, he is very serious.'
There are no syntactic principles that can account for the ill-formedness of (b). Note that (b)
does not violate Binding Condition B, since the pronoun is free in its governing category (i.e.
the main clause), as can be seen in its English translation. (c) provides further evidence that the
ill-formedness of (b) involves pragmatic rather than syntactic factors.
c. Lisi; suo zhe ju hua de shihou, tai shi hen renzhen de
Lisi say this Cl word de time he Focus very serious de
'When Lisi said it, he was indeed very serious.'
(c) has the same structure and anaphoric relations as (b), but it is well-formed. This suggests
that the ill-formedness of (a) and (b) are due to conversational principles. Presumably, the Avoid
Pronoun Principle suggested in Chomsky (1981, p. 65) is at work in (a) and (b).
3. There are some semantic restrictions between the adjunct under I' and the predicate. This
may account for why the following sentences have different grammaticality.
a. to zuo shi hen renzhen
he do matter very conscientious
b. *ta zuo shi hen beishang
he do matter very sad
4. Chinese arguably does not observe Subjacency at S structure. (cf. J. Huang (1982)) The
topic structures of (23a) and (23b) may be derived via movement or base-generated (cf. J. Huang
(1982) and J. Tang (1990)).
5.. Sung (1992) argues that certain V gilai (e.g. (19a) and (19b)) are middle constructions with
qilai functioning as a middle morpheme. Note that his analysis crucially relies on the
assumption that rongyi in (19a) and (19b) is an adverb rather than a predicate. But as argued
in the text, this assumption is problematic.
(a) seems to argue against the analysis that V gilai is in sentential subject, because if V gilai
is in sentential subject, the reflexive ziji cannot be bound by its antecedent.
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(a) zhe zhong wanxiao kai qilai dui ziji mei haochu	 Sung (1992)
this kind joke	 play qilai for self no good
'Playing this kind of joke doesn't do any good for oneself.'
However, Tang (1989) provides independent evidence such as (b) to show that the Chinese
reflexive ziji is not always c-commanded by its antecedent.
(b) [[Zhangsan; nayang zuo] i dui ziji irpi bu-li	 Tang (1989, p. 100)
Zhangsan that-way do to self not-advantageous
'That Zhangsan behaved in such a manner did him no good.'
The example above indicates that (a) does not present any problem for the analysis that V qilai
is in sentential subject.
6. It is reasonable to assume that qi is an inflectional affix, because it is a bound morpheme
that expresses inchoative aspect. The fact that lai forms a phonological unit with the preceding
phrase such as chang qi ge lai 'sing qi song lai' suggests that lai is a clitic. (cf. Zwicky and
Pullum (1983) and Zwicky (1985) for the discussion of clitics).
7. Alternatively, one can assume that verb movement takes place which attaches the verb to'
the affix qi in the Infl. Another possibility is that V qi is a compound.
8. Yeh et al (1993) also come to the same conclusion.
9. A significant question that should be asked is: what are the similarities and differences
between the V gilai and the more widely discussed V de construction?
Let us compare the following examples.
(1) a. to du qi shu lai hen zhuanxin
he read qi book lai very attentive
'He is very attentive when studying.'
b. *ta du shu du qilai hen zhuanxin
(2) a. *wo du zhe ben shu de hen lei
I read this Cl book de very tired
b. wo du zhe ben shu du de hen lei
The contrast between V de and V gilai constructions is obvious. As illustrated in (1) and (2),
V de construction requires a reduplicated•verb before the resultative affix de in the configuration
V NP de XP, whereas verb reduplication is disallowed in V gilai construction. An important
question immediately arises. What makes the difference between (1) and (2) with respect to the
licensing of verb reduplication? The answer may be concerned with their syntactic structures
or semantic functions of their construction. Various proposals have been made to account for
verb reduplication in (2). These include J. Huang's (1982) Phrase Structure Constraint, Li's
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(1990) Case Theory account, and several other approaches such as Tang (1990). These
approaches take V de as the main verb. Under these analyses, verb reduplication takes place
either to maintain head-final configuration in Chinese (c.f Huang (1982)) or to assign Case to
the resultative clause after V de (c.f. Li (1990)). In contrast, evaluative V gilai, as argued in
the text, is not the main verb of the sentence. Rather, it is in adjunct clause or sentential
subject, or becomes lexicalized sentential adverb. This analysis provides a possible answer for
why V gilai construction does not allow verb reduplication.
But there are controversies about the head of V de construction. Some linguists such as
Huang and Mangione (1985) argue that V de is an adjunct or subordinate clause rather than the
matrix verb. C. Huang (1990) further argues that verb reduplication is superfluous in Mandarin,
because semantically related but non-identical verb are allowed, as in (3).
	
(3) a. ta du	 ma shu de yiwenbuming
s/he gamble horse lose de one-cent-not-worth
'S/he is penniless from gambling on horse races.'
	
b. ta du	 ma shu le yiwan yuan
s/he gamble horse lose Perf ten-thousand dollar
Given C. Huang's account, V de is similar to evaluative V gilai in that it never occurs as a
matrix verb. If this analysis is correct, the fact that V de allows verb reduplication while V gilai
cannot should be explained in terms of semantics rather than syntactic structures. It seems
premature to decide which approach is correct. Hence, we leave this issue open.
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